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Details from the UnitedHealthare Children’s FoundationDetails from the UnitedHealthare Children’s Foundation
Annual Report, a project on which Jeremy was theAnnual Report, a project on which Jeremy was the

creative lead. Click any image to expand view.creative lead. Click any image to expand view.

In this recurring feature, we’ll sit down with a member of the Creative Team — but ask different questions
every time. This installment is with Jeremy Troutt. Get to know him a little better, learn about his super-
methodical-but-always-fruitful approach to creativity and take a look at some of the impactful work he’s
created for UnitedHealthcare.

What is your job title?
Senior Graphic Designer

How long have you been with UnitedHealthcare?
I started as a full-time contractor 12 years ago.

And before that?
I was with a design shop and worked on accounts like Yamaha, House of Blues, Pacific Life and Disney.

Proudest projects/accomplishments with UnitedHealthcare?
I’m grateful I’ve been able to learn a lot about our business and customers over 12 years. I’m proud to be part
of such an efficient, innovative team and to continually learn and grow. I’m also proud to get to work for a
company that is actively doing good in the world. No question, it’s easier to get through a tough deadline or a
difficult project when I believe in what I’m doing. I feel inspired to help our clients and customers make their
lives happier.

Memorable projects along the way include (co-creator on all): the 2013 Children’s Foundation Annual Report,
the Ride 2 Recovery event badges, the 2012 Winter Olympics TV spots, the personalization ad campaign, and
many more.
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Here are two of the versions of Ride2Recovery badgesHere are two of the versions of Ride2Recovery badges
Jeremy created.Jeremy created.

Walk me through what happens in your head when you sit down to approach a creative project.
The first thing I do is make sure I understand the goal our clients and partners have for the project. If I can
picture the audience doing what we want them to do, I’m headed in a good direction. Once I have the goal set
in my mind, I’m already starting to visualize how to get there. This step is often very collaborative – our clients
and other team members often have great insight into how to get from the blank page to our goal.

Next is research and gathering ideas – looking at related projects and examples of great work, and creating as
many notes and half-ideas as I can – tens, dozens, hundreds — until I start to see connections and patterns.

The other major step is one that I’ve heard called “percolation” – once I have a bunch of ideas down, it’s
critical that I get away from them. Sometimes it’s a walk around the building, sometimes it’s lunch — but the
best, no question, is a night’s sleep. I’ll revisit our clients’ notes and goals with a fresh eye and it’s usually clear
which ideas hit those goals the best. If not, this is another great point for collaboration – editing the ideas.

You rarely see “passionate” andYou rarely see “passionate” and
“infograpics” used in the same sentence, but“infograpics” used in the same sentence, but
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Jeremy is seriously passionate aboutJeremy is seriously passionate about
infographics, and it shows.infographics, and it shows.

You, more than anyone I know, take a focused approach to exercising/exorcising and maintaining your
creativity. Can you give me a few examples of how you keep yourself sharp?
I definitely have a strong internal drive toward ideas and information – often “staying sharp” is as easy as
following my curiosity. It’s common for the solution to a creative problem to come from an idea from a totally
different, “non-creative” story or experience.

I find it very helpful to remind myself to focus my creativity on graphic design and communication on a
regular basis – I have a small folder of Web links I open each morning which show the best fresh creative
work being done, which I take time to deconstruct and sometimes try to reproduce small elements to learn, and
I keep up with a few trade magazines and authors, both creativity and business, who bring perspectives that
might not come organically to me.

It’s also very beneficial to be around other creative people and ask them questions about how they work and
what they are interested in.

A few whimsical illustrations Jeremy created for anA few whimsical illustrations Jeremy created for an
outside projectoutside project

You also spend time reading about applied creativity. Can you recommend some reads (blogs, books,
authors, articles, etc)?
Probably the best place to start would be with Twyla Tharp’s book, The Creative Habit. It’s an amazing
overview of creative wisdom and encouragement from an artist who’s had amazing consistency and longevity,
and who has personal anecdotal insight into the creative processes of many of the most prolific and successful
artists of the 20th century. The book is so easy and enjoyable to read, and stops for simple little exercises
throughout. If I highlighted books, every line on every page of this book would be highlighted. I’ve never
come away from this book uninspired.
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“Every page is inspiring. Twyla’s“Every page is inspiring. Twyla’s
exploration of ideas, and how they help orexploration of ideas, and how they help or
hinder us in reaching our goals, has reallyhinder us in reaching our goals, has really

improved the way I work.”improved the way I work.”

Jeremy, I gotta say, as someone who has worked with you for a long long time, this interview doesn’t
give the most complete version of you, because you’re actually not always so thinky and you’re really
funny. What’s the last thing that made you laugh out loud?
SO many things make me laugh. My wife makes me laugh all the time, she’s hilarious. I’m also accused of
laughing at my own jokes a lot. The last thing that made me laugh out loud was probably the new “rifftrax” of
“The Wizard of Oz,” which is an audio file from the “Mystery Science Theater” guys you play while you are
watching “The Wizard of Oz.” That or something on “Adventure Time.”

“One of my hobbies is taking smartphone pictures of my“One of my hobbies is taking smartphone pictures of my
daily life — it’s a great way to get me out of my head anddaily life — it’s a great way to get me out of my head and
looking at all the beautiful, weird, funny and interestinglooking at all the beautiful, weird, funny and interesting
things around me. It also continually helps educate mythings around me. It also continually helps educate my

sense of color and design. And it’s fun.”sense of color and design. And it’s fun.”
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2 thoughts on “Protected: Creative Chat With: Jeremy Troutt, Senior Designer”

shiloh.garner@uhc.com
APRIL 29, 2014 AT 11:53 PM EDIT REPLY

Very fun to hear about Jeremy!

Florence
MAY 2, 2014 AT 2:41 PM EDIT REPLY

Jeremy impressed me from day 1. Great interview!
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Blog at WordPress.com. | The Ideation and Intent Theme.
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